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Abstract is trilateration [4], [11], [12], where at each (local) step the

Accurate self-localization capability is highly desirable in location of a node is estimated using the information about
its neighbor nodes whose positions or position estimates are

basedwireless sensor networks.A mocalizajiorpro ntatryiateran available, together with the distance measurements from thesebased wireless sensor network localization that may introduce negho noes
large errors in the location estimates isflip ambiguity. Recently A ndens
the notion of robust quadrilaterals has been introduced as a loaiatintiswhether a given sensor network
way to identify possible flip ambiguities that otherwise corrupt localizabeon iewhether the sensor network geometry
localization computations. In this paper, we provide a formal . '

analysis of flip amb t pcorresponding to a given set of inter-sensor distance mea-geometric analysis of flip ambiguity problems using similar surements is unique or not. A particular framework that is
notions. The two main objectives of the paper are filling some useful for analyzing and solving this problem, especially in
technical gaps in the recent relevant works and developing a the trilateration context, is rigid graph theory [1 I]-[14]. In this
generic formal method for quantifying the likelihood of suf- framework, the sensor network to be localized is modelled by
fering from flip ambiguities for arbitrary sensor neighborhood a graph, where vertices of the graph represent sensor nodesgeometries. and edges of the graph connect the neighbor node pairs with

1. INTRODUCTION known inter-sensor distance measurements.
The underlying graph is termed rigid if the sensor network

A typical sensor network c t ofta large mbe of has the following property: Any continuous replacement of

be predetermined due to constraints on the implementation sensors from their initial positions which maintains known
benpronedeteined due oto eplonstainsy nteiplmentaofsensosti inter-sensor distances actually preserves all inter-sensor dis-
senvironent andpth osthodepoymetiof sensors. In most tances. The graph is termed globally rigid if the known inter-
sensor network applications, the information gathered by these sensor distances determine the geometry of the network up
micro-sensors will be meaningless unless the location from to onrunce, determine athe inter-sensordiac
where the information is obtained is known. This makes uniquel,oh the netwrkis alizabe torwithin aitary
localizationecap alitehighlyoeirabl In esormnetwk translation, rotation, and reflection. Rigid graphs can be non-

Sensor network localization algorithms [1]-[4] estimate the globally rigid just when one or both of two ambiguities

resoect to a few sensorswith known locationinformation exist: flip ambiguities and continuous flex ambiguities. For a
respect a.few siti inform ation sensor network with a globally rigid graph, having at least
(known as anchors)iby using nter-sensor measurements such three noncollinear anchor nodes suffices to pin down the
as distance and bearing measurements. In this paper, we focus residual uncertainty, ensuring localizability. These ambiguities
ond as urementpbase localizatina ithms, are further described in Section 2. In this paper we focus on

Basednonthe apacofsprcessing tind algiter- flip ambiguities, which are more likely to happen (as compared
sensor dia ed istancased cai tialgorithms to discontinuous flex ambiguities) in a typical localization
c an beconsiderdin rtwmai Clas 4 ned algo- algorithm and which may introduce significant errors in the
rithms and distributed algorithms. Centralized algorithms [4]- location estimates.
[7] use a single central processor to collect all the individual . .n
inter-sensor distance data and produce a map of the entire Fi miute yial rs hnand' egbrare placed/estimated collinearly or nearly collinearly due to
sensor network, while distributed algorithms [4], [8]-[10] rely erroneous distance measurements; this includes the case where
on self-localization of each node in the sensor network using
the local distance and position information it collects from its clier.Rcnl h oino outqarltrl a
neighbors. One particular technique used in the later context bee inrdue as a wa to ietfposbelpamguis

1National ICT Australia is funded by the Australian Government's Backing that otherwise corrupt computations [12] in trilateration based
Australia's Ability initiative, in part through the Australian Research Council. localization procedures. Here, a quadrilateral is defined as
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a complete graph with four vertices each pair of which is
connected by an edge. In the context of sensor networks, A
a quadrilateral is a quadraple of nodes all of which are B
neighbors of each other, i.e. the inter-agent distance of any
node pair within a quadrilateral is measurable. A quadrilateral
is labelled as robust (with respect to distance measurement
errors) if any of its four nodes (call node A) is uniquely Fig. 2: Discontinuous flex ambiguity: removing the edge CD, flexing the
localizable with a predefined accuracy level 6s > 0 (i.e. where edges AB, BC and CE, and reinserting the edge CD we obtain a new
the localization error is at most .s) once the positions of the realization corresponding to the distance constraints.

other three nodes are precisely known and the measurements
of the distances of node A from these three nodes are available notions in sensor network localization is well described and
where the corresponding absolute measurement errors are less their importance is well demonstrated from both the algorith-
than a predefined error bound 6- > 0. mic and the analytic aspects in the recent literature [4], [11],

In this paper, we provide a formal geometric analysis of [13].
flip ambiguity problems using similar notions. The two main In analyzing the ambiguity problems in sensor network
objectives of the paper are filling some technical gaps in the localization, a particular issue requiring attention is the effect
recent relevant works and developing a generic formal method of the noise in distance measurements. For example, it is
for quantifying the likelihood of suffering of an arbitrary common knowledge that in the presence of noisy distance
quadrilateral from flip ambiguities for arbitrary sensor neigh- measurements, a node is likely to have a flip ambiguity prob-
borhood geometries. One particular aim of the analysis and lem if its neighbors are nearly collinear. However there is little
quantification is to establish a criterion to determine whether work in quantifying this relationship. A recent work focusing
a given quadrilateral should be used in localization or not (in o. d. . sOn robust distributed localization of sensor networks with
order to avoid the errors to be introduced by this quadrilateral), certain distance measurement errors and ambiguities caused

2. AMBIGUITIES IN SENSOR NETWORK LOCALIZATION by these errors is presented in [12]. In this paper, certain
criteria are provided in the selection of the subgraphs of theConsider a sensor network of m anchor nodes with known representative graph of a network to be used in a localization

locationsiandy, lem sen nodes with suno loations: algorithm robustly against such errors. The analysis in [12],For simplicity, let the nodes lie on a plane such that node X oee,i o opeeadteemyb te rtrata
has loationxi,yj.Let usdefinea grap G = (,E)whr however, is not complete and there may be other criteria thathas location (xi,yi). Let us define a graph G (V F),E where

V is the set of all nodes in the sensor network and E is the may better characterize robustness of a given sub-network
against distance measurement errors. We elaborate more on

set of all links between one-hop neighbors. Assume that G is thisinthne section.
connected. As mentioned in Section 1, if G is rigid but not
globally rigid, there are two types of ambiguities that may 3. SUBSTANTIAL FLip AMBIGUITIES
prevent sensor network localizability up to congruence [12],
[15]: Flip (Fig. 1) and discontinuous flex (Fig. 2) ambiguities. In this section, we consider localization for quadrilaterals

In flip ambiguities, a vertex (sensor node) has a set of in a sensor network. We focus on the particular problem
neighbors which leads to the possibility of the neighbors of estimating the location of node C using the given fixed
forming a mirror through which the vertex (sensor node) can positions of neighbor nodes A, B and D (see Fig.3) and inter-
be reflected. Fig. 1 depicts an example of flip ambiguity. sensor measurements dAc, dBc and dDc between node C and

each of its three neighbor nodes in an arbitrary quadrilateral
A ABCD.

( Cl 0X. ,g) C:L

Fig. 1: Flip ambiguity: vertex C can be reflected across the line connecting
the collinear neighbors A, B to the new location C without violating the

...........

distance constraints.(a 3b)3> (a)nC<fteie D ui >psi oeFig.een1:eFlipzamiuty:n vertexch cannobereflectedacross thelnconncing-
thenclrelineartnighorsA,ytoasltheone location Cr wilethuviol)atng the

distance' . W ocs n h constraints(a)j3<c (b)3.wallehd

removed edge can be reinserted with the same length. Fig. 2
depicts an example. Use of graph rigidity and global rigidity wihhsas enfcsdi 1]
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Step 1. Using dAc and dBC only, find the two possible measurements dAC and dBC minimizing DC - DC' as
locations C and C' for node C as intersection points described in Problem 2 below. In the second step, based on
of the circles C(A, dAC) with center A and radius the solution of Problem 2, we find the set of all acceptable
dAC and C(B, dBc) with center B and radius dBc. positions for D.

Step 2. Using dDC, decide on which of C and C' to choose
as the location estimate of C. Problem 2. Given fixed positions of neighbor nodes A,B

Remark 1: The above processing order of the inter-sensor and D (in Fig.3); for which measurement couple (dAc, dBc)
measurements dAc,dBc,dDc is without loss of generality, and is the value of DC- DC' minimum given that CC' >
the analysis below applies to any other order as well with 6s, where C and C' denote the positions of the two possible
appropriate index modifications. points having distance dAc and dBC from A and B respec-

For analysis purposes based on the specified inter-sensor tively?
measurement order, the position of D can be grouped into

' ~~~~~~~~~Asa partial answer to Problem 2 it is claimed in [12]two cases with respect to the nodes A,B and C: Q < 7 a-a A
and Q > 7 - a where a and Q are defined in Fig.3. When the that DC - DC' is minimized when the quadrilateral
distances DC , DC' between node D and the two possible ABCD is symmetric about the perpendicular bisector of

location estimates 0,C' are very close, the measured distance [AB]. However this claim can be falsified with a number ofIoao esmae I, conereaelsvery suhe conereamlissue depicted idDC is not sufficient to select one of C and C' as the location counter-examples. One such counter-example is depicted in...r Fig.4, where we fix a certain position for C and consider theestimate of C. In these situations, there is a possibility for a .if C a c e
flip ambiguity to occur in step 2. possible locations for D such that DCICC' denoting the
The generic task of sensor localization is estimating the angle ZODO' by b

location of each sensor such that the magnitude of the cor-
responding estimation error is less than or equal to some
given bound 6s > 0. Hence an error caused by a flip
ambiguity where CC' <5s is not substantial in terms of the
localization task. To take this observation into consideration,

. . . . . . . /\ v \ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~BCwe define an substantial flip ambiguity as a flip ambiguity
where the distance between the two possible positions C and A
C' is at least 6s. A flip ambiguity which is not a substantial
flip ambiguity is called a negligible flip ambiguity. In the X
following, we consider the identification of the substantial flip
ambiguities only.
Now assuming that the measurements used in Step 1 are Fig. 4: A counter-example for the argument in [12] claiming that

accurate and the error in measurement of distance DC is less DC - DC' is minimum at left-right symmetric ABOD.
than some known small constant e > 0, i.e., dDc C [lDC -
D,DC + e] or equivalently DC C [dDc-6, dDc +], the flip
ambiguity problem is likely to occur if DC - DC' < 2e.
Here, e could be represented by or, 2cr or 3cr when the noise in We have DC' and DC , which im-
measurement dDC is represented with a zero-mean, (7 standard I sin
deviation Gaussian noise. Note that this noise is taken to be plies that 2DC - DC' CC' l st = CC' tan '
zero mean Gaussian and e is chosen as e =-3cr in [12]. Now consider the affect of D moving along the line per-

pendicular to CC' and passing through C'. As D moves, <
4. EFFECTS OF NEIGHBORHOOD GEOMETRY ON FLIP w1ilan Fo lare vas of

h C As DC' gs
AMBIGUITIES will change. For larger values of D IL, DO DOI gets

smaller, which contradicts the claim in F12] saying that left-
In this section, we focus on the flip ambiguity likelihood indi- r
cator DC - DC' and analyze the effect of the geometry value of DC - DC'

of AABD and measurements dAC and dBc on this quantity. In our analysis we first solve the following problem which
To do that, we consider the following problem. In ownaloibe fivale toP roblem2i
Problem 1: Given fixed positions of A and B, for which po can be shown to be equivalent to Problem 2

sitions of D and measurements dAC, dBc is DC DC' Problem 3: Given fixed positions of neighbor nodes A,B
I ^for 1C' > and D (in Fi .3); for which measurement couple (oa dBc) islestha thIhehl _ C the value of IDC - DC'l minimum given that [CC'l >

and C' denote the positions of the two possible points having Awher C an C' deot th poiin_ftetopsil
distance dAC and dBC from A and B respectively? ,whrCanC'dottepsiosofhewoosbl
We approach Problem 1 in two steps: In the first step points having distance dBc from B and absolute bearing angle

assuming that the position of D is also given, we find the ae with respect to AB?
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Note that the relation between dAC and a can be obtained
using trigonometric analysis of /AABC of Fig.3, as follows.

AC 2
+

2
2_ABBO A -

B AB BCABR c

AC=COS1t 2 BC IAR ) (1) 05 ° (min ,max
The detailed formal analysis of Problem 3 can be found Fig. 6: Plot of BC vs a at the boundary IBC sin a 8 6SI2.
in [16]. Here, we present the essentials of this analysis. From
Fig.3, the measurement error square d2rror can be derived as

Furthermore, by the definition of substantial flip ambiguity
derror and the fact that neighbors of a node in a sensor network
DC DC' 2 should lie within the transmission rangeR as depicted in

2 ) Fig. 7, we see that DC- {DC' is minimized on the

iii 2 portion of the boundary curve dBC sin a = d where

DBR 2+ BC +2lDB BC cos(a+/3)- d< BC <Rand amin.a.amax (4)
1DB 2 + BC+2 DBR BO cos(a-/3))) (2)

amin sinl

ero (j ~2~-AB~)2+62)If we analyze the effect of variations in a on de2rro for an )2_+___
arbitrary fixed BC, after some manipulation, we have amaxc = (-)

&(drror) This portion is highlighted in Fig.6.

1 ( DC DC )2 DB BC(
(DO -DC') DCDC (sinacos /)

(+tan 3( DC' + DO ))....

In(3), DI BC DC and DC arealldistancesbetween c2 c
two nodes hence they are greater than zero and since 0 K ag Ktwo_nodeshence y

anal zinater 1+tan/ DC'±iDC0<a Fig. 7: Shaded region is the set of all the possible locations of C and
7 sin a > 0. So by analyzDng cos i LCltn cO within the neighborhood of A and B to cause a substantial flip. HereY Yata /i ACta

A AC/ = R and BC21 = BCI = R.

we see that (d ror) decreases from a positive value to a6½
negative value continuously as a moves from 0 to 7. Hence The above discussion completes the first step of our ap-
d2 has only one extremum and it is a maximum. So d2 proach to solving Problem 1. Next, we consider the sec-error yoeeteerror
has its minimum at the boundary a = 0 or a = 7. ond step: We find the possible locations for D in which

The variation of d2rror with respect to dBc and a is plotted DC DC > 2I when DC DC iS at its mini-
in Fig.5. We deduce from the above analysis, the constrain mum. The collection of these locations will give us the region
bCCI' > 26 and Fig.5 that the minimizing (a, dBC) pair lies for D such that estimation of C is not likely to suffer from
on the boundary curve dBC sin a = where 6 A6 S/2, which substantial flip ambiguity.
is plotted in Fig.6. Note first that D, as a neighbor of both A and B, should

be located in the intersection of the disks with the bordering
circles C(A, R) with center A and radius R, and C(B, R)
with center B and radius R. To locate node C using the
location of node D, node D should be located either in the
circle C(C, R) with center C and radius R or in the circle

°° a o C(C' R) with center C' and radius R or in both. If D is in
(a) /3= (b) /F=3- (C) /3= the circle C(C, R) and not in the circle C(C', R), then D is

Fig. 5: The plots of d2rror for three different /3 with IDBI=R . not within the transmission range of C' and node C could
be located uniquely at C without any ambiguity. Likewise if
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D is in the circle C(C', R) and not in the circle C(C, R), that is where DC - DC' < 2e, D should be located
then node C could be located uniquely at C' without any in the intersection of the regions enclosed by the circles
ambiguity. The shaded area of Fig. 8 shows where D could C(A, R), C(B, R),C(C, R), C(C', R) and region enclosed by
be located such that it will be in the transmission range of the hyperbola 'HX(C, C', -) as shown in Fig. 11. This can be
only one estimated location of C for three different scenarios, stated as follows:
a amin, amin < a < amax and Ol < amax. (X-XC)2 + (y _yC)2 < R2

---------- ad ( -XC)2 + (y + c)2KRand (C - 'A) <+2 .6)
and (x -<B +y R2

(a) a =amim (b) atmim <aC <a°max (C) a a°max Here (xc, Yc), (ic, yc),(XA, 0) and (XB: 0) are the coordi-given A, Possib. elocationsofDtobeaneighborofonly f CC' for nates of C, C', A and B respectively. From the above analysis,

If D is in the intersection of the disks with the bordering , ^8: :
circles C(C, R) and C(C',aR), i.e. if D is located in the area g /. < 0C^<00 / , X \ l\cty/ \
shaded in Fig. 9, there is a possibility for a substantial flip. In A ,; B't

(a)/a amin (b cvmin< 'v< Cvmax (c) c m ax Here(a)aXC amYC (b) YmC>X<a Ka< (max (C)ar acomax
t 4'; ') 1 0 t^ 'eA0 2 RA'ls 4B Fig. 11: Possible locations of D for a given A, B, dAc, dBc, derror . e

IfD,is in the intersection of the: disks with the bordering and D iS in the transmission range of C and C

~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~the union of the shaded regions of Fig. 8 and Fig. 11 which is
(a) a = Ram>nd C ( c) a armax shown in Fig 12, gives the set of possible locations of D for

Fig. 9: Possible locations of D to be a neighbor of both C and C' for given which substantial flip ambiguity is guaranteed to be avoided.
A,B.

Order to prevent substantial flip ambiguity, we could restrict , -- --

the position of node D in the shaded area enclosed by the 0t=
hyperbola 7-(C,C',e) ^ {Pl PC -PC' =2e} with 0>X\,

foci at C and C'(which will give DC - DC' > 2e) in ' vf L '.........' '.-.
Fig.10 which can be expressed as ollows: (a) a.=..mi. (b) CCmin < Cv <Camax (C) a= Camax

(x - XC)2 Y2 > 1 (5) Fig. 12: Possible locations of D for a given A B dAC, dBC, derror . e
suc hthat node C can b elocated uniquely

6-- ----- h uinofte hdd ueiniquely ndFg.II hchi

Here (x,y) is the coordinate of D and without loss of As we can see rom Fig. 12 the set of possible locations
generality, we take AR as x-axis and midpoint of Ar as Of D for which substantial flip ambiguity is guaranteed to be
origin; also ('C, 0) is the coordinate of the midpoint of CC'. avoided is dependent on the estimated location of node C. We
The y-coordinates of C and C' have the same magnitude and are also interested in the set of all possible locations of D for
different signs and are denoted by Yc and-Yc respectively which substantial flip ambiguity is guaranteed to be avoided,

independent of the estimated location of C. This region is
D D shown as the shaded area in Fig. 13 and can be expressed
\elH C PCI as the area bounded by the hyperbolas 2(C wCit

A t(ChCl , ) and vircles C(A,R), C(B,R), i.e.,
16 A t > ~~~~~~(x;-x;c )2 ____ >

6' 6' :::::::: t -2 >

Fig. 10: Possible locations of D for a given C, C' and deBor. 6 and AcB )2 derro>r1
-2

From the possible region of node D shown in Fig. 9, if we and(s - FA)g + h <
eliminate the region for a possible substantial flip ambiguity, and (x - igrB)t+ ee2. R2(
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where xc, A and xc
x

A xc . 5. CONCLUSION
°min a=anC in C

In this paper we have provided a formal geometric analysis
- -> = = <- - - - -- of flip ambiguity problems, which are possible sources of

- - --computational corruption in distance-based localization. For
a quadrilateral ABCD with known node positions A and B,
we have determined the region for the position of D such that
the node C can be uniquely localized using the measurements
of the distances AC, BC, DCQ.

This analysis could be extended by considering all the
possible node process orders in light of Remark 1. It is part
of our future work to develop a more robust technique to
identify quadrilaterals that don't suffer from substantial flip
ambiguity, considering the measurement errors in dAc andFig. 13: Possible locations of D independent of the location of C for a given AI

A, B, such that node C can be located uniquely. dBc as well as the estimated position errors of known nodes
A, B and D. Still another direction for our future work is

The results of our analysis are summarized in the following investigating propagation effects of these errors. This will
propositions: improve scalability of the algorithm.

Proposition 1: Given fixed positions (XA, 0) and (XB, 0) of REFERENCES
A and B with XA < XB and distance measurements dAC, dBC
satisfying d < dAc,dBc < R for any D = (x, y) satisfying [1] s. Guolin, C. Jie, G. Wei, and K. Liu, "Signal processing techniquesin network-aided positioning: a survey of state-of-the-art positioning
(6), i.e. lying in the shaded region of Fig. 12, the quadrilateral designs," IEEE Signal Proc. Magazine, vol. 22, no. 4, pp. 12 - 23,
ABCD does not suffer from substantial flip ambiguity, i.e. 2005.

[2] A. Sayed, A. Tarighat, and N. Khajehnouri, "Network-based wireless
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DC - DC' l | _location information," IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, vol. 22, no. 4,

pp. 24 - 40, 2005.
for CC' > 5s, where C (xc, Yc) and C' (xc, -yc) [3] F Gustafsson and F. Gunnarsson, "Mobile positioning using wireless

denote the positions of the two possible points having distance networks: possibilities and fundamental limitations based on availabledenote the positons of the two possible points having distance wireless network measurements," IEEE Signal Processing Magazine,
dAC and dBC from (XA, 0) and (XB, 0), respectively. vol. 22, no. 4, pp. 41 - 53, 2005.
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Algorithmic criteria corresponding to Propositions 1 and 2 [9] V. Fox, J. Hightower, L. Lin, D. Schulz, and G. Borriello, "Bayesian

can be developed via writing the analysis leading to each of filtering for location estimation," in IEEE Pervasive Computing, vol. 2,
these roposiionsi algorthm fom. Folowing s a posible no. 3, 2003, pp. 24 - 33.
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